
FIXING THE BRACKET

The brackets can be ‘face fixed’ to the wall, ‘top fixed’to the recess/ceiling or “side fixed” to 
the recess

If fitting outside a recess, we recommend the blind is positioned 100mm over the window 
and 100mm wider on each side.

If fitting inside a recess, the blind should be centered and fill as much of the window as 
possible (cutting may be required).

Celing fix Side fix Wall fix

If the blind has been cut, reverse rolled or removed 
from the brackets, set the spring mechanism by 
turning the wheel on the spring end towards the+. 
This will be around 1 turn per 100mm of blind and 
hold it in place.

Slide the spring end onto the tab of its respective 
bracket.

Ensure the channel on the stop end is aligned with 
the tab on its respective bracket and ease it into place 
until it clicks.

Secure the bracket covers.
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FITTING COMPONENTS

CORDLESS ROLLER BLIND FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

FITTING HARDWARE

Metal tape
measure PencilDrill

Philips head
screwdriver Drill bitStepladder

WARNING
Do not free the roller 

blind with a knife or any 
object that may cause 
damage to the fabric.

INSTALLING THE BLIND2

Pin side
bracket

Control side
mechanism

Pin side
mechanism

Roller blind
(will be packaged in shrink wrap)

Screws: 5+
Rawl plugs: 5+

Spring Mechanism Stop End



ATTACHING THE HANDLE3
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In order to protect the fabric, use of the handle is 
recommended. Start by inserting the edge of the 
fabric inside the handle clip and slide the clip over 
the fabric pocket containing the bottom bar.

ATTACHING P-CLIPS4

OPERATING THE BLIND5

To adjust the speed of the rising blind, turn the spring end wheel (usually on the left, on the 
right if reverse rolled) toward the + for a faster motion or the - for a slower motion.

With the blind fully open, adjust the final height of the fabric by turning the stop end wheel 
(usually on the right, on the left if reverse rolled) toward the+ to lower it or the - to raise it. We 
recommend to leave around 100mm of fabric down when the blind is rolled up.

To close the blind simply pull the handle 
down slightly below the desired level and 
release. The blind will rise and rest in your 
set place.

To partially open the blind, pull the handle 
down, guide the blind up to the desired level, 
pull down slightly and release. The blind will 
rise and rest in your set place. 

To fully open the blind, pull the fabric 
down and release the handle, the blind will 
automatically roll up.
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